SFO15-309: Set-top Security Panel

Moderator: Mark Gregotski
LHG Set-top Security Panel

Welcome!

Panelists:

Mitch Zollinger: Director of Security Engineering and Streaming Architecture, Netflix

Fabio Sozzani: Security Architecture & Technical Marketing, STMicroelectronics

Petr Peterka: CTO, Verimatrix

Dave Bossio: Group Program Manager, Security, Microsoft Corporation

Joakim Bech: Tech Lead Security Working Group, Linaro
Topics for discussion

1. What are the most important security threats you currently see with the delivery of premium content to consumers? What is being done to combat them?
Topics for discussion

2. There have been recent advances over the years towards DRM interoperability. What have been the most significant advances and what important things remain to be done?
Topics for discussion

3. Is the security industry well prepared to meet the additional requirements for 4K and HDR premium content?
Topics for discussion

4. How do you see Open Source solutions, such as OPTEE, impacting proprietary security TEE solutions?
Any impacts using OSS for certification of solutions?
Topics for discussion

5. Which areas of security are in most need of standardization efforts?
Topics for discussion

6. With the move to all IP delivery of content via the cloud, what are the impacts to traditional Conditional Access Systems?
Topics for discussion

7. What do you see as the major security challenges with downloadable security solutions?